
E;CEgl'llECEs9s Exam 1

Spring 2012

Notes: You must show work for credit
This exam has 5 problems and 12 pages.

Note that problems 11 3, and 5 have different specifications depending on if
you are in ECE321 orECE595

Good luck!



r) 15 pts. Consider a H-field given by either

H = lOa¡ +Ssy

H = l0ra¡ +5y2a,

where a, and a,y are unit vectors in the x- and y- directions, respectively. \lVhat is the

MMF drop between the points QçlfZ) and(te4,f3).
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2) 20 pts. Consider a toroid with a rectangular cross section of I cm by I cm. The mean

radius is I cm. The toroid has 100 turns of wire. [f you are in ECE595, there is also a

0.5 mm gap in the core. If you are in E;CE32L, there is no gapl. The magnetic
material has a permeability of n'

ps(B)= ro flf
where lh = 4nl0-7 Wm. Ignoring fringing and leakage, if the flux linkage 2 is 3 mVs,
what is the current ?
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3) 20 pts. Consider the magnetic system below. The permeability of the cores is infinite,
and you may neglect fringing and leakage flux. The air gap c = I mrr, w=2 cm, and

the depth into the page is 5 cm. Winding t has 50 turns, wound so as to cause flux to
travel upward in the diagram; winding 2 has 25 turns, also wound so as to cause flux to
travel upwards. What is the self-inductance of winding I ? What is the mutual
inductance between winding I and winding 2 ? Note this problem is magnetically linear
so there is not distinction between incremental and absolute inductance.
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4) 25 pts. Consider an electromechanical device with the flux linkage equations given below.
Compuûe an expression for force f, in terms af \, iz, and .r. The currents are resfticted

to positive values.
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5) 20 pts. Consider a 3-phase variable reluctance stepper motor. The a-phase flux linkage

equation may be expressed

u,=ffih,
Following a step, the a-phase current is given by

i^ =z(r-¡t*')

and the rotor position

0"=-}'l{looot

where I is time. The winding resistance is I Ohm.

(a) How many rotor teeth does the machine have ?

(b) What is Z¡ ?

(o) What is the step lengÉh in radians ?
(d) Atthe inst¿nt Fl ms, what is the electomagnetig.,lplgf
(e) At the instant Fl mg what is a-phase voltage ?
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